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Abstract—This paper presents a multilevel converter with re-
generation capability. The converter uses several power cells con-
nected in series, each working with reduced voltage and with an
active front end at the line side. This paper presents the following:
1) the control method of each cell; 2) the use of phase-shifting tech-
niques to reduce the current and voltage distortion; and 3) criteria
to select the connection of the cells. The converter generates almost
sinusoidal currents at the load and at the input and works with very
high power factor.

Index Terms—Medium-voltage drives, multilevel converter,
multilevel inverter, power converters.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N RECENT YEARS, multilevel converters have presented
an important development to reach higher power with in-

creasing voltage levels [1]–[3]. A very attractive family of mul-
tilevel converter is the multicell configuration, which considers
the series connection of several power cells, each one operating
with reduced voltage [1], [4], [5].

Fig. 1 shows a multicell voltage-source inverter, which is used
very successfully in medium-voltage motor drives [4]. This in-
verter has shown the following in the field: reduced harmonics
in the output voltage and in the input current, competitive cost,
and an efficiency comparable with alternative converters. In this
converter, each power cell includes a single-phase inverter at
the output and a three-phase noncontrolled six-pulse rectifier at
the input side. The presence of a diode rectifier with a capaci-
tive filter generates important current harmonics at the input of
each cell. These harmonics are reduced by introducing several
phase-shifted secondaries in the input transformer, resulting in a
more complicated construction and higher cost. In addition, the
diode rectifier does not permit the regeneration of power from
the load to the source.

This paper presents the development of a regenerative cell,
which allows a bidirectional power flow between load and
source. Modulation and control techniques have been devel-
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Fig. 1. Power circuit of a multicell inverter.

oped to minimize the distortion in the load current and in the
input current of the converter.

II. POWER CIRCUIT OF THEREGENERATIVECONVERTER

Fig. 2 shows the power circuit of the three-phase regenerative
converter, having three or more cells per phase. Each cell works
with reduced voltage. Higher voltages can be reached by con-
necting a higher number of cells in series.

Each cell contains a single-phase inverter at the output side
and a pulsewidth-modulated (PWM) rectifier at the input side.
The output side inverters of the cells are connected in series,
while the input side rectifiers are connected in parallel through
the input transformer.

III. POWER CIRCUIT OF THEREGENERATIVE CELL

Fig. 3 shows the power circuit of the regenerative cell, which
includes the following:

1) secondary of the input transformer;
2) filter inductance ;
3) PWM rectifier composed of T1, T2, T3, and T4;
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Fig. 2. Power circuit of the multilevel regenerative converter.

Fig. 3. Power circuit of the regenerative cell.

4) dc-link filter capacitor ;
5) output single-phase inverter composed of T5, T6, T7, and

T8.
The regenerative cell has the input voltage, the input cur-
rent , and delivers the output voltage . The inverter and
the input rectifier allow the power to flow in both directions be-
tween load and source and, consequently, the cell has regener-
ation capability.

A single-phase active front end (AFE), instead of a three-
phase one, has been considered at the input side of each cell
for the following reasons: 1) less power semiconductors and 2)
simpler control.

IV. CONTROL OF A CELL

A. Control of the Output Inverter

The control of the inverter at the output must fulfill the fol-
lowing requirements.

1) It must deliver three voltages: , 0, and . In this
way, the addition of the output voltages of the different
cells will generate a higher number of levels and, conse-
quently, a reduction in the distortion of the load current.

2) The carrier signal of the modulator must be synchronized
with the carrier signals of the other cells, to reduce the dis-

Fig. 4. Three-level modulator.

tortion of the load current. The phase-shifting technique
will be used to achieve this goal [2], [6].

Fig. 4 shows the basic structure of the three-level modulator,
which receives the modulating or reference signal and two
carrier signals and . The modulator delivers the firing
pulses for transistors T5–T8.

Fig. 5 shows the waveforms used to explain the modulation
principle applied to generate a three-level output voltage. The
modulation scheme uses two vertically shifted carrier signals:
the positive carrier and the negative carrier , as shown
in Fig. 5.

The modulation principle works as follows.

1) If and , then .
2) If and , then .
3) If and , then .
4) If and , then .

B. Control of the PWM Rectifier

The PWM rectifier must fulfill the following requirements.

1) The voltage must have three levels: , 0, and .
For a given switching frequency, a PWM rectifier with
three levels has less current distortion than a two-level
rectifier using only and .
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Fig. 5. Generation of the three-level voltage at the output of each cell.

Fig. 6. Control system of the PWM rectifier.

2) The commutations of the several rectifiers must be syn-
chronized when they are connected in parallel through
the transformer. In this way, an important reduction of
the ripple in the input current will be obtained. This is
achieved by using the phase-shifting technique of the car-
rier signals [2], [6], [8].

Fig. 6 shows the block diagram of the control system for the
PWM rectifier. The three-level modulator used to generate the
three-level voltage at the input of the rectifier is the same used
for the output inverter. In Fig. 6, PI-1 is the proportional–integral
controller for the capacitor voltage and PI-2 is the propor-
tional–integral controller used to control the input current .
The control strategy of the PWM single phase input rectifier is
well known and is explained with more detail in [7].

C. Power Balance in One Cell

At the output of the cell, the voltage has a fundamental
component and a fundamental current . For
these components, the instantaneous output power is

(1)

Fig. 7. Voltage and current at the output of a cell with an output frequency of
50 Hz.

where is the output angular frequency of the cell
( ). The output power will be delivered by
the single phase source and by the dc-link filter capacitor.
Consequently, the voltage of the filter capacitor will have a
component of frequency 2 in addition to a component of
2 , where is the frequency of the single-phase source.

The amplitude of the input current will be modulated
by the frequency 2 . This means that the input current
will have harmonics of frequencies and

. The 2 harmonic present in the dc-link voltage will pass
through the PI-1 controller and will be multiplied by, origi-
nating a harmonic of frequency 3in the reference current .
If the dc-link capacitor is large enough and/or the bandwidth of
PI-1 is not too wide, this last harmonic can be reduced. Addi-
tionally to these low frequency harmonics, the input current
will have a ripple originated by the switching frequency of the
transistors of the PWM rectifier.

V. PERFORMANCE OF THECONVERTER

A. Behavior of a Single Cell

The behavior of a single cell has been studied under the fol-
lowing conditions:

source: ;
filters: mH, mF;
load: mH, ;
switching frequency inverter: 2.5 kHz;
switching frequency rectifier: 2.5 kHz;
dc-link voltage: V.

Fig. 7 shows the voltage and the load current, when the
load frequency has a value of Hz. Fig. 8 shows the
behavior of the dc-link voltage and current for the same
conditions of Fig. 7.

Fig. 9 presents the voltage and the current at the input of the
cell, for the same conditions of Fig. 7. The input currentis
approximately sinusoidal and in phase with the source voltage

. The frequency of the single-phase mains is Hz.
Fig. 10 shows the voltage and current at the input of

the cell, when the output inverter generates a sinusoidal current
of frequency Hz. In this case, the input current
has low-frequency harmonics of frequencies
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Fig. 8. Voltage and current in the dc link with an output frequency of 50 Hz.

Fig. 9. Voltage and current at the input of the cell with an output frequency of
50 Hz.

Fig. 10. Voltage and current at the input of the cell with an output frequency
of 10 Hz.

Hz and Hz.
This is confirmed in the frequency spectrum shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 12 shows the behavior of the cell when the active power
reverses its direction. In the regenerating mode, the input current

is 180 out of phase with respect to the source voltageand
has a sinusoidal waveform.

B. Series Connection of the Cells

The circuit of Fig. 13 was used to study the behavior of se-
ries-connected cells. The objective of the modulation is to re-

Fig. 11. Frequency spectrum of currenti shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 12. Change in the direction of power flow in one cell.

Fig. 13. Three cells in series connection.

duce, as much as possible, the distortion in the load voltage and
current, working with a reduced switching frequency. The car-
rier signals were shifted to minimize the distortion of the load
voltage .

Fig. 14 shows the voltages of the different cells and the total
voltage applied to the load when the carrier signals of
the different cells have a phase displacement of 120 degrees.
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Fig. 14. Voltages of three cells in series connection with carriers having 120
of phase displacement (switching frequency of inverters= 600 Hz).

Fig. 15. Total voltage of three cells in series connection for different phase
displacement in the carriers.

Fig. 15 shows the behavior of the total voltage for dif-
ferent displacement angles between the carriers of the cells.
The optimum displacement angle is

Number of cells
(2)

This value is confirmed in Fig. 15.

Fig. 16. Input currents of the cells in Fig. 2, with an output frequency of
f = 20 Hz, according to connection of (3).

C. Parallel Connection of the Input Rectifiers

The operation of the PWM rectifiers at the input of the dif-
ferent cells must be synchronized to achieve a reduction of the
ripple in the total input current, for a given switching frequency.
In relation to the circuit of Fig. 2, when the PWM rectifiers of
three cells connected in series are connected to the same phase
of the power supply, the resulting current is

(3)

This is the case when the PWM rectifiers corresponding to
one phase of the load are connected to the same phase of the
source through secondary windings of the input transformer.
The three-level modulators of the rectifiers use carrier signals
shifted in 120 to reduce the ripple in the total input current

.
Fig. 16 presents the input currents of the circuit shown in

Fig. 2, when the rectifiers are connected according to (3) and
the cells deliver a sinusoidal current of Hz to the
load. Each rectifier operates with a switching frequency of 800
Hz. The total current is almost free of ripple, confirming
the efficacy of the phase-shifting technique. However, the total
input current has a low-frequency distortion, due to the modu-
lation generated by the frequency of the load current.

This problem can be avoided by using a different arrangement
in the parallel connection of the input rectifiers. As a matter of
fact, (1) shows that the components of frequency 2 present
in the output power will have a displacement of 120for the
different phases of the load. Consequently, the components of
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Fig. 17. Input currents of the cells in Fig. 2, with an output frequency of
f = 20 Hz, according to connection of (4).

frequency present in the input current can be elim-
inated by connecting in parallel rectifiers corresponding to cells
of different load phases.

In the converter of Fig. 2, with three cells per phase, cells 1-A,
1-B, and 1-C have the same carrier signals and . On the
other hand, cells 2-A, 2-B and 2-C have the same carrier signals,
but shifted in 120 with respect to cells 1-A, 1-B, and 1-C. The
same concept is valid for cells 3-A, 3-B, and 3-C. The PWM
rectifiers of cells 1-A, 2-B, and 3-C are connected to the same
phase of the source, so that the total input current ( ) is

(4)

With this arrangement, the high-frequency ripple is reduced and
the low-frequency harmonics of frequency 2 are elimi-
nated from the total input current . This is confirmed by
the results shown in Fig. 17, obtained for an output frequency
of 20 Hz, with the arrangement given by (4).

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The power circuit of one cell shown in Fig. 3 has been studied
experimentally, connected to an ac voltage of 46 V, 50 Hz. The
cell was controlled using the Hitachi SH7045F microcontroller.
The capacitor of the cell is mF and the dc-link voltage is
100 V.

Fig. 18 shows the input current and the voltage of the
cell with the power flowing from the ac power supply. Fig. 19
shows the waveforms in the regeneration mode.

Fig. 18. Motoring mode wafeforms ofi (CH1 5 A/div) andv (CH2 25
V/div).

Fig. 19. Regeneration mode, wafeforms ofi (CH1 5 A/div) andv (CH2 25
V/div).

VII. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSION

The aim of this investigation has been to study some basic
principles related to the operation of a multicell inverter with
regeneration capability.

A very simple modulation principle has been presented to
achieve three-level operation in a single-phase cell. The oper-
ation with carrier signals of fixed frequency allows the synchro-
nization of several cells. The use of the phase-shifting technique
for the carrier signals of the different cells in series connection
produces a significant reduction in the distortion of the resulting
voltage.

In addition, the effective switching frequency of the load
voltage is times the switching frequency of each cell, where

is the number of series-connected cells. This results in a a
more sinusoidal load current.

On the other hand, the same three-level modulation principle
has been used at the input PWM rectifier of the cell. The phase-
shifting principle for the carrier signals is also very effective for
the reduction of ripple in the total input current of PWM rec-
tifiers operating in parallel. The resulting input current has a
significantly reduced ripple, even though the fundamental com-
ponents of the input current in the different cells have different
instantaneous values.
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The results of this work have been obtained with a large
dc-link capacitor. A smaller filter capacitor makes the solution
more realistic, reducing size and cost, but it will make the
selection of the controller parameters more critical. This is an
important subject for future research.

Low-frequency harmonics in the input current of the three-
phase converter can be totally eliminated by connecting the cells
properly. The construction of the input transformer is drastically
simplified in comparison to the transformer used in nonregen-
erative multicell converters.

The cancellation of the low-frequency harmonics in the cur-
rent at the primary side of the input transformer as proposed
in this paper can be obtained if the number of series-connected
cells is a multiple of three. The operation of this method with
two, four, or five cells in each phase is an interesting topic for
future research work.

The resulting converter has reduced harmonics at the output
and at the input and presents regeneration capability. In sum-
mary, the presented multilevel converter is an excellent alterna-
tive for medium-voltage regenerative drives.
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